
Global industrial minerals firm
Imerys is targeting abrasives
markets as it continues to invest in

development of its Salto, Sao Paulo plant
in Brazil that its Treibacher subsidiary
bought from Alcoa in October 2002. The
plant, originally owned by the
Carborundum Group produces fused alox,
BFA, WFA, fused mullite and SiC that is
both crushed and sized. 

Since the 2002 acquistion, the company
has invested to change the production focus
from refractory markets to
the abrasives market. “We
are a small player and want
to be a producer of high
value added products, but we
will still supply the
refractory market, although
we will not compete in low
margin business,” Bernd
Durstberger told SiC &
More.

To penetrate the abrasives market the
firm has improved its screening
technology to produce BFA and SiC for
coated abrasives, such as Fepa P grades,
and it has restored and upgraded a small
SiC microgrit plant that Alcoa operated,
which now produces about 750 tpy of
material for abrasives and polishing
applications. “This plant was completely
revamped from the original Alcoa design
and uses totally different classification
technology,” he said.

The changes in technology have also

allowed the company to increase
production capacity, which now stands at
about 10,000 tpy of SiC of both crystalline
and metallurgical material, produced using
Acheson furnace technology. “We have no
specific plan to increase SiC production,
although we intend to grow our market
organically as demand grows in Brazil,”
said Durstberger.

Investment has also been directed to
improve the quality of BFA products by
adding additional processing steps,

upgrading the crushing,
sizing and screening equip-
ment and increasing the size
of the furnaces, which has
produced a “tremendous”
turnaround in quality.

Growth at the plant is more
orientated towards fused alox,
and it has capaicty to produce
25,000 tpy.

Imerys is also looking to obtain regional
synergies with a WFA plant operated by CE
Minerals, another Imerys company, in
Venezuela. “Salto was Treibacher’s first
acquisition in South America and it allowed
the company to enter the South American
market as a producer and not just an
importer. Our strategic goal is to expand
and obtain synergies by the application of
technologies to the local site, import fused
aluminum oxide from the group’s other
worldwide facilities, and establish the
Brazilian plant as an exporter,” he said.

As with fused mineral producers

World
Global SiC production
Global SiC production capacity
was 1,238,000 m/t with
984,000 m/t of production for
79.5% capacity utilization,
sources told SiC  &  More.

China is the world's leading
producer with 687,000 m/t of
capacity and producing
548,000 m/t for capacity
utilization of 80%. China's total
production represents 56% of
the global total. 

North America, once the world
leader in tonnage and capacity
utilization, now furnaces just
38,000 m/t or about 4% of the
world's estimated production. 

Other large producing regions
are Latin America with 139,000
m/t for 14% of total production,
and Western Europe with
96,000 m/t or 9.8% of the total. 

Russia, Ukraine and Romania
represent 123,000 m/t for
12.5% of the total. The other
13-14% is comprised of South
Africa, Iran, India and Japan. 

The two decade (1980-2000)
trend of SiC production moving
away from North America and
Western Europe towards Latin
America and China has run its
course. Although the Chinese
are expected to continue to
lead world SiC production, it is
also likely that "boutique"
furnace operations will chip
away at its dominance.
Remember, it was only 1993
when China had SiC furnace
capacity of 160,000 m/t.
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“Most industrail
consumers use some

spot power but this has
dried up. The spot

market is non-existant”

Imerys targets refractory
market from Brazil

By Paul Harris

Supply news
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around the world, energy is the company’s
main concern. “There is a shortage of
electricity and it is unclear in what time
frame this will be overcome, 12 months or
36 months, we do not know, which affects
when we are going to invest, as the timing
is not conducive to signing long-term
energy contracts,” he says.

Durstberger believes that Brazil will
solve its energy issues in the long-term but
the element of uncertainty is reflected in

energy pricing as there could be shortages
due to low water levels at the hydroelectric
dams that could provoke curtailment. “.
The power companies have the conractual
right to decrease power supply and they
are making more use of this mechanism
than they have done in the past. The price
in the spot market is prohibitive at times as
it is priced at a rate that means industrial
consumers cannot use it, forcing them to
curtail production,” he said. SiC

Americas
SiCBras holds expansion
Brazilian SiC producer SiCBras
has postponed plans to expand
production at its Salvador de
Bahia plant due to prevailing
market conditions and the US-
Real exchange rate. The
company produced 7,000
tonnes of SiC in 2007 of which
9% was exported. 

“Our plan in 2008 was to
increase production but we will
not do this as we think that
there is a lot of competition in
the internal market and that if
we increase production we will
have to reduce prices, which is
not healthy for the business. We
think it will be difficult to export
while the exchange rate is the
way it is,” general manager Joao
Frizzone told SiC  &  More.

Instead of expanding, the
company will focus on
improving its sales mix. In
2007, 50% of sales were
metallurgical, 25% refractory,
and the remainder crude and
material for polishing stones, a
market that consumes about
300 tpm of F grade abrasives
in Brazil. “In 2008 we want to
sell less metallurgical, about
40% and increase our share of
the refractory market to about
40% of sales,” he said.

The company is also looking
to increase metallurgical prices
in line with international pricing.
“We believe that price increases
outside Brazil mean that we can
increase prices here. Europe
and China see prices going up
but in Brazil this happens
slowly,” he said.

Increasing steel production in
Brazil does not automatically
translate into increased sales of
refractory products as
companies import technology
from China and Japan. “They
buy the refractories from the
same place,” he said.

The current price increases for alloys,
coke, pig iron and steel scrap are due
to a combination of a weaker US

dollar, higher demand, supply shortages and
operating problems. High carbon
ferromanganese pricing has hit $3,100/gross
ton and speculation that prices will drop in
the third quarter were
shattered when the massive
manganese blast furnace at
Dunkirk, France went down
for 40 days of maintenance and repair. 

Alloying grade copper is hitting
$4.00/lb due to demand from China, the
lower dollar and a strike at Chile’s state
copper company Codelco, the world’s
largest producer. 

High carbon ferrochromium is quoted at
$2.25/lb chromium and there is a supply
shortage. Gone are the days when large
purchases obtained a discount or off-grade
was sold at a discount.

New projects in South Africa compete
with existing facilities for limited available
power, which means that the energy
problem may not be solved, according to
some reports, until 2013. Many producers
are investigating power co-generation as
an alternative, which is expensive and
whose cost will be reflected in pricing.

Ferrosilicon continues to increase in

price as the dollar value decreases. Felman
Productions in New Haven, WV has
restarted production from its largest
furnace (previously idle) for silico-
manganese production, but this should not
effect pricing as Felman will be
competitive with import prices that

compensate for the weaker
dollar. 

Pig iron is quoted at
$660/gross ton, Brazil, for

large customers. There is reluctance to
purchase at this price but what is the
alternative? Foundries have tried to offset
the pig iron price by switching to steel
scrap only to see steel scrap prices jump
$160/gross ton in April, following the price
for Chrysler #1 bundles.

Coke for foundry and blast furnace
applications is in short supply and prices
are rising so fast that suppliers are quoting
prices in effect at time of shipment. Prices
are heading higher as producers drop
customers that complain about quality,
which has deteriorated due to a lack of
good coking coals.

Foundries may consider a material price
surcharge similar to the surcharge on steel
shot and transportation. Casting customers
will resist this but they have no alternative.

Pay the price or go without. SiC

Price inflation has arrived
- big time

By George O’Malley

“Pay the price or go
without”
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Bonded abrasives &
refractories
It has been many decades
since North American SiC grain
consumers experienced such
angst over product supply and
price. Although European
bonded and abrasive grain
consumers face a similar
situation, it is not nearly as
serious as the one that faces
North America.

During 2007, the US imported
15% less SiC (crude and sized
and all grades) than in 2006.
When compared to 2005 the
reduction is 23%. Obviously the
US economy is weaker in 2007
and 2008 compared to 2005,
however, a very interesting
dynamic exists.

The value of the dollar
remains so incredibly weak that
foreign producers of SiC grain
prefer to sell internally or ship to
countries where they can make
a profit. Since the US has been
a net importer of grain for many
years, this is quite a
predicament. 

While SiC imports dropped
during 2006 and 2007, exports
hit ten-year highs. During 2006
the US exported 22,330 net
tons and 21,000 n/t in 2007,
while in 2001 it exported
10,868 n/t. More importantly,
the tonnage exported is
predominantly #1 grade SiC
crude in a country where a
mere 22,000 n/t are produced
each year. During 2006 and
2007 sized SiC imports dropped
but not at the same pace as
overall SiC imports.

Simply put, the US is finding
it increasingly difficult to import
sized SiC due to the weak
dollar while increasing exports
of #1 crude. Whereas Russian
producer Volzhsky shipped over
10,000 tons of sized SiC to the
US in 2005 for bonded and
refractory applications, that
number is expected to be ZERO

in 2008 due to the weak dollar,
and the fact that Volzhsky has
a new owner, who will sell its
#1 grade domestically or ship it
to India.

Even Chinese #1 grade is
hard to come by as Chinese
producers prefer to sell
domestically or ship to other
points in Asia to leave the US
with another supply void. US
refractory companies switched
to Chinese #1 grain during the
mid 1990s and now find
themselves without a reliable
source of material. 

Imports of sized SiC from
Brazil and Venezuela have also
dropped in recent years. “We
simply cannot locate enough #1
grade SiC in either crude or
sized to satisfy our US
customers and we expect the
situation to worsen,” said a
trader.

SiC grain prices have hit
historical highs and will climb as
we enter the third quarter. Truly,
no relief is in sight.

“It’s a different dynamic.
During January of this year I
was upset over paying 15%
more for SiC grain compared to
2007. During the second half of
2008 I expect to pay another
10-15% more than in January
and that’s if I can find the
grain,” lamented a US bonded
abrasives producer.

The situation for green SiC
grain is much worse. A
purchasing manager for a US
bonded abrasive producer said
he was paying 60¢/lb in 2007
for 16-150 ANSI graded sizes
and now pays over ¢90/lb with
prospects of $1/lb on the
horizon. Again, if he can find the
material.

Although it is a much smaller
market, paper & cloth
producers face a similar
dilemma. Imagine what the
situation would be if the US
economy was robust? 

Opta launches Powerblast
Opta Minerals has launched
specialty abrasive Powerblast for
the North American market
having following a three-year
exclusive supply arrangement for
staurolite with a large
multinational mining company.

The staurolite abrasive is used
in new steel applications,
shipbuilding, ship repair and
bridge maintenance to remove
rust, mill scale and weathered
coatings, reported Abrasive
Users News.

The product aims to meet the
demand for a low dust, durable
abrasives that meets stringent
industry and military
specifications.

China
Olympic chaos
Who would have thought that
the Olympics would have such a
profound effect on global supply
and demand? Certainly not the
International Olympic Committee
when they chose Beijing as the
site for the 2008 Summer
Games. However, readers in
downstream industries question
whether or not supply concerns
are valid. After numerous
interviews with traders in North
America, Europe, and China we
believe the concerns are very
real.

The Chinese government is
expected to order all of the
major polluting industries
around Beijing to cease
operation from July 15 through
September 15 and any producer
of SiC, ferroalloys, silicon, coke,
aluminum oxide, and so on
within 700-1,000 km of Beijing
will be shutdown during this
time. Even coal-fired power
plants will be included in the list
of "polluters" according to one
Chinese trader.

Even if the radius is

exaggerated, tight supply of
many minerals and the fear of
the shortage may have sent
many consumers to stockpile
material. In fact, one trader told
us that many Chinese
consumers began stockpiling
material as early as January. The
same can be said about end-
users in Japan, and now Korea
has supposedly joined in.

Another issue is shipping.
Loading at the giant Tianjin Port
will be restricted to mostly
nighttime during the same
period. In addition, motor freight
carriers must avoid Beijing
during the Olympics and food
carriers will have priority over
mineral transporter.

Stifling motor freight traffic in
China will cause issues in the
coal and oil supply chain that
will also effect production costs.

Although it is difficult to get a
handle on the impact of the
Olympics on industrial minerals,
rest assured that prices will
continue to climb and there will
be a global shortage of minerals
that are already in short supply.

Africa
Sublime energy supply?
The energy supply situation
facing South Africa’s Sublime
Technologies remains unclear as
troubles continue at South
African power giant Eskom. 

However due to plant location,
it is thought that Sublime will not
be effected by the Eskom power
distribution crisis. That said, SiC
&  More  believes that Sublime,
along with most other energy
intensive industries in the
country, will be forced to curtail
production by 10%. 

Sublime has a 40 MVA power
allocation but most energy
intensive industries in South
Africa are discovering that they
will not be able to maximize



their allocations. Although the
South African power curtailment
is a nuisance for the SiC
industry, it is a crisis for the
ferroalloys sector.

Sublime's recent expansion
should provide it with 25,000
metric tpy of SiC capacity, but a
10% cutback means it will still
produce 22,500 m/tpy .

The energy issues in South
Africa confirm that no one
appears to be immune from
what appears to be a growing
global energy crisis.

Alox
BFA pricing
Pricing for Al2O3 (BFA) crude hit
$650 net ton FOB NOLA, as As
forecast in SiC  &  More  22. Most
of the price run up was bauxite
driven, although the rise of the
Yuan, supply issues surrounding
the Beijing Olympics and freight
costs are continuing to force
prices upward.

A trader reported that orders
his company booked the first
days of May were $680 net ton
FOB NOLA, which represents
nearly a 5% increase in one
month. Bare in mind that this
$680 price is for booking orders
and not reflective of Yuan
appreciation, which could add
another 5% before the shipment
actually leaves China.

During recent correspondence
with a reader, SiC  &  More  was
asked to provide BFA crude
pricing FOB Tianjin Port. Our
freight advisers have estimated
freight at $85/metric ton thus
for FOB Tianjin Port one can
expect to pay $595 -$605 net
ton for BFA crude.

When discussing the likelihood
of substitute products being
used in place of BFA, SiC  &
More  was given what we
consider encouraging feedback.
The paper & cloth market is
driven by the perceptions of the

end-user. Most contractors,
consumers and industrial
distributors will use BFA out of
habit despite the cost. In
addition, as with responses from
bonded abrasive producers,
substitute products have also
increased in price. 

The blasting market
commented that end-users
would have switched to steel
shot except that steel
surcharges mean that product
sells at over $1,000 net ton. The
refractory folks shared the same
opinion as bonded abrasive
producers; potential substitute
products have increased in price
at basically the same rate.

Just five short years ago
Chinese refined BFA sold for
¢18/lb in the US. Today,
processors are paying over
¢36/lb to get crude delivered to
their plant. By the time one
figures value added for
crushing and screening and a
little profit, North American end
users can expect to pay ¢48-
56/lb before the end of the
third quarter. SiC  &  More
believes those prices will
exceed ¢60/lb by then and
could conceivably reach ¢62-
65/lb by year-end.

FeSi
Pricing to reach $1.25/lb?
Ferrosilicon 50% lump could be
heading towards pricing of
$1.25/lb, following SiC &
More’s successful prediction in
issue #22 that it would reach
$1.00/lb per contained Si in
the US. This represents a level
that virtually no one thought
would be reached. 

As the US FeSi market
continues to climb, one trader
trying to sell FeSi in Europe
reported that 75% FeSi FOB
Rotterdam was selling for
€1,350-1,400 m/t.

Other
US steel production
US steel production is running
at a 110 million-ton pace for
2008 and is nearly 4.0% ahead
of where it was in 2007. Year-to-
date capacity utilization is
88.7% with several recent
weeks over 90%, compared to
84.3% for the prior year period.

Global steel consumption
2008 promises to be another
banner year for global steel
consumption as Brazil, Russia,
India and China (BRIC) expect to
increase consumption by 11%
and over 10% in 2009.

The International Iron and
Steel Institute estimate that
global steel consumption in
2008 will be 1.28 billion tons, a
6.7% increase over 2007. The
institute also forecasts 6.3%
worldwide growth during 2009.

China’s steel consumption is
expected to grow 11% in 2008
and 10% in 2009. 2008 usage
will represent 35% of world
consumption, which leaves little
doubt when refractory,
metallurgy and abrasive
processors wonder where crude
mineral is going. Both SiC and
Al2O3 crude will stay in China or
ship to nearby developing
nations rather than the US
where the US dollar is weak and
demand stagnant.

China’s economy is expected
to continue to drive steel
demand. Its gross domestic
product increased 10.6%
during the first quarter of 2008

compared to the same period
in 2007.

Any doubt as to why CUMI
acquired Russian SiC producer
Volzhsky Abrasive Works is
explained by continued rapid
growth of India’s steel and
foundry industries that creates
strong demand for SiC and
Al203 for refractory, metallurgy
and abrasive applications. Other
commodities such as coke, pig
iron, ferroalloys, graphite,
bauxite, chromite, nickel, copper
and manganese also feel the
stress of growing steel and iron
production in BRIC countries.

Unfortunately, end-users in
Europe, Latin America and
especially North America are
slow in seeing that developing
countries which are closer to
the minerals and with strong
currencies are quickly becoming
the markets of choice.

North American mineral
markets have become the last
stop on the supply chain, which
is not a good position to be in.

US motor vehicle sales
Depending on which trade
publication you read, US motor
vehicle sales will dip in 2008 to
levels of 14.6-15.3 million units
representing a huge drop from
the 16.1 million units sold in
2007 due to a weak economy,
poor consumer confidence,
skyrocketing gasoline prices
and a tough credit market.

Soft vehicle sales in turn
means soft demand for
abrasives, refractory, paper &
cloth, and metallurgical SiC and
BFA products.
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Origin Lot size Rate/metric ton
Brazil 10,000 mt $42-47/mt
China (North) Any bulk cargo $70-80/mt
China (South) Any bulk cargo $80-85/mt
India 5,000–10,000 mt $75-80/mt
Russia Small bulk 3,000 ton $80-85/mt
Russia Large bulk 20,000 ton $74-78/mt

freight rates
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Fused mineral pricing
Pricing leaps
Price increases accross the
board of SiC and Alox grades
from all destinations
continue to characterize the
pricing environment as
demand continues to remain
strong while supply becomes
increasingly limited.

Noticable in this issue,
however, is the increasing
unavailability of certain
grades from Russia and
China due to China seeking
to keep production for
domestic industries and
material from Russia being
diverted to India following the
acquisition of Russian SiC
producer Volzhsky Abrasive
Works by CUMI.

The weak US dollar
continues to make it difficult
for producers outside North
America to supply the
continent, which is pulling up
prices.

Freight rates are also
increasing in all major
shipping lanes, adding to the
cost of material purchases.

In this environment, only a
hadful of European products
have maintained stable
pricing.

SiC Feedback & News line

Our staff is dedicated to seeking out the information you need to
stay on the leading edge of silicon carbide and related businesses.
Please email industry news, press releases or details of other
events of note to us at the address below. 

If there are specific supply issues or topics that you would like to
see discussed in future issues of Silicon  Carbide  &  More, please
email your ideas to us at: 

kormackennedy@aol.com
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USA SiC &  Al2O3 FOB New Orleans - Net Tons
90% Metallurgical SiC $800-870 
97% Crude SiC (Russia) SiC unavailable
97% Crude SiC (China - Pet Coke) SiC unavailable
97% Crude SiC (China - Anthracite) $1,350-1,450

Al2O3 crude (China) bulk $710 

USA Other SiC - Net Tons
97% 16-70 (Russia)    SiC unavailable
97% 70-150 (Russia)   SiC unavailable
97% 180 & 220 (Russia)   SiC unavailable
97% Refractory, Hi Fe (China)   $1,400-1,550
97% Refractory, Low Fe (China)   $1,550-1,650
97% ANSI 16-60 Grit (PNAM) (FOB SP) $1,380-1,650 

97% ANSI 80-220 Grit (PNAM) (FOB SP)$1,500-1,600 

Brown Al2O3 (PNAM) FOB SP - Net Tons
ANSI 16-70 $820-900 
ANSI 80 $900-940 
ANSI 90-100 $860-900 
ANSI 120, 150, 180 $920-1,000 
ANSI 220 $960-$1,050 

Western Europe SiC - Metric Tons
88-92% Metallurgical (EU Producers) €880-950
88-92% Metallurgical  (Russia) SiC unavailable
90% Refractory; Typical Sizes €1,000-1,080 
97% Refractory; Typical Sizes €1,050-1,1,90 
97.5% Refractory: Typical Sizes €1,300-1,600 
98% FEPA F8-F220 €1,280-1,380 
98% FEPA Green F8-F220 €1,900-2,360 

Middle Europe SiC - Metric Tons
88-92% Metallurgical  (Russia) N/a 
88-92% Metallurgical  (Romania) €840-880
98% FEPA F12-F90 €1,050-1,100
98% FEPA F100-F220   €1,100-1,175
97% Refractory, Typical Splits   €1,050-1,100 
98% Black 320 (Czech) €1,330-1,400 
98% Black 500 & 600 (Czech) N/a 

Middle Europe Alox - Metric Tons
8-46 Grit Bonded Abrasive (Ukraine) N/a  
54-220 Grit Bonded Abrasive (Ukraine) N/a
WAO F12-F150 Bonded (Czech) €720 
WAO F12-F150 Bonded (Hungary) € 880-920 
WAO Refractory, Typical split (Hungary) €800-820 

Prices  ex-wworks,  dry  sieve  per  metric  ton,  except  USA  which  are  net  tons.  Chinese SiC 52.6% anti-dumping duty in

EU. RoC = Run of Crusher. PNAM = Processed North America, SP = Shipping Point. WAO = White Aluminum Oxide.
Notes

Price information has been obtained through contact with sources engaged in the trade of silicon carbide.
Actual transaction prices will be determined by a host of factors, including, but not exclusive to, quantity,
grades, contract terms and various other factors. Price information sources are deemed to be reliable but
due to the possibility of error by Silicon  Carbide  &  More, or others, Silicon  Carbide  &  More does not
guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or results obtained from the use of such information. 
All price information ©  2008  by  Silicon  Carbide  &  More  Inc.


